
Diamonds are a Floor’s Best Friend

DCS Twister
TM   

Floor Pads



DCS Twister™  
A solution for every type of floor
DCS Twister™ Standard 
The DCS Twister™ Standard is a three 
step process that is performed during 
routine cleaning. For optimal results, each 
Twister™ step normally requires 2-3 
weeks, depending on the condition of the 
floor when you start the process. No extra 
time or effort is required for the Twister™ 
Standard method. Use Twister™ White for 
daily maintenance until a clean, uniform 
surface appears. Change to Twister™ 
Yellow to increase the luster. Now, the 
brilliance of the floor appears. Continue 
the process with Twister™ Green and the 
result will be an incomparably shiny and 
clean floor. For daily maintenance, use 
Twister™ Green to maintain the floor’s 
shine and splendor.

DCS Twister™ Intensive

The DCS Twister™ Intensive is basically 
the same process as Twister™ Standard 
however, each step is repeated for 6-10 
consecutive passes. The Twister™ Intensive 
method is performed outside the standard 
cleaning routine. Twister™ Intensive has the 
advantage of immediately upgrading the 
floor. Depending on the machine efficiency 
and the initial wear on the floor, large areas 
can be finished in one working day. 

DCS – Diamond Cleaning System . . . Now Distributed by Pro-Link

Twister™ is a revolutionary cleaning system consisting of floor pads containing billions of 
microscopic diamonds which clean and polish the floor mechanically instead of using chemicals. 
Twister™ can be used on most common floor surfaces such as terrazzo, natural stone, concrete, vinyl 
and epoxy. Twister™ transforms dull, worn floors into clean, glossy and brightly polished floors. 
Twister™ has unique advantages that benefit both the cleaning company and the facility owner.

Outstanding quality... 
clean floors to a high gloss every day

Twister™ pads bring out the beautiful 
features of your floor. The results achieved 
are unbelievable! The Twister™ method is 
unique in that periodic maintenance, 
polish and waxes are no longer needed! 
The secret behind the outstanding result is 
the use of mechanical cleaning with 
billions of microscopic diamonds.

• High level of gloss.
• Extreme cleanliness.
• Easier maintenance.

Cost efficient... 
faster, easier and cheaper cleaning

Twister™ can be used on any type of floor 
with no change of cleaning method or 
cleaning equipment needed. This, 
combined with the absence of periodic 
maintenance and the long life of the 
Twister™ pads, cuts both cost and cleaning 
time. Twister™ is also a cost-effective 
choice due to eliminating the use of 
chemical based cleaning methods. With 
Twister™, the floor owner gets a cleaner 
floor with a higher gloss. The cleaning 
contractor creates a high quality surface 
easier and faster.

• Reduces your cleaning time.
• No periodic maintenance needed.
• Extended pad life.
• No chemicals needed.

Environmental sustainability... 
eco-friendly cleaning, just add water

Choosing environmentally compatible 
cleaning methods benefits everyone. The 
Twister™ method is the only totally environ-
mentally friendly alternative to traditional 
chemical-based cleaning. At the same 
time, Twister™ is so effective that the result 
is a clean and hygienic floor without any 
need for layers of wax or polish. Choose 
the eco-friendly concept by using Twister™ 
for daily floor maintenance.

• Reduced chemical usage – 
 only water needed in daily cleaning.
• No wax, polish or periodic 
 maintenance is needed.

DCS Twister™ Extreme 
The DCS Twister™ Extreme is the ultimate 
method for creating extreme shine and 
luster. The floor is polished with a high-
speed machine and a 
Twister™ Green pad. 
All types of 
high speed 
machines can 
be used. 



User friendly... 
the same routine with better results

With the Twister™ system you only need 
water for cleaning. Dry mop the floor, 
select the appropriate Twister™ pad, add 
water and start your auto scrubber. This is 
all you have to do to get a perfect finish. 

• The Twister™ pads fit all types of  
 machines and are available in a   
 number of different sizes.
• Twister™ replaces your regular pads  
 and chemicals. Your regular cleaning  
 routine remains the same.
• Twister™ is an effective method that  
 saves time. One cleaning phase with  
 Twister™ is enough, even on the 
 most demanding surfaces!

Diamonds 
are a

Floor’s 
Best Friend

Twister™  Green 3000 Grit
Final step for the Standard or Intensive 
method and also for daily maintenance of 
the floor. This step will effectively maintain a 
high gloss on the surface when used 
regularly. Twister™ Green is ideal for use on 
most floor surfaces such as stone, vinyl and 
linoleum floors. It works well for high-speed 
polishing of smooth concrete, terrazzo and 
natural stone surfaces. Twister™ Green is 
also very effective in maintaining polished 
vinyl and linoleum floors.

Twister™  Yellow 1500 Grit
Step 2 for the Standard or Intensive Twister™ 
method. This stage leaves a surface that is 
well prepared for the final step of the 
Twister™ method.

Twister™  White 800 Grit
Step 1 for the Standard or Intensive Twister™ 
method. Twister™ White removes tiny 
scratches from the surface and leaves a 
clean and well prepared silky matt surface 
for the subsequent Twister™ steps.



Diamond Cleaning System floor maintenance guide

Terrazzo
Marble
Limestone
Granite

Floor type How to clean with Twister™ 

Ideal for upgrading (Twister™ Intensive or Standard) and 
daily maintenance with Twister™ Green. Dry buffing is 
effective for higher gloss (Twister™ Extreme). On surfaces 
in good condition, treated with chemical crystallization, 
use only Twister™ Green for maintenance.

       Recommended Products

Twister™ White
Twister™ Yellow
Twister™ Green

Vinyl Composite Tile 
(VCT)
Luxury Vinyl Tile (LVT)

Ideal for upgrading (Twister™ Intensive or Standard) and 
daily maintenance with Twister™ Green. Burnishing is 
effective for higher gloss (Twister™ Extreme). 

Twister™ White
Twister™ Yellow
Twister™ Green

Ceramic Tiles Ideal for upgrading (Twister™ Intensive or Standard) and 
daily maintenance with Twister™ Green. 

Twister™ White
Twister™ Yellow
Twister™ Green

Linoleum Daily maintenance with Twister™ Green. Twister™ Green

Polished Concrete Daily maintenance with Twister™ Green. Burnishing is 
effective for higher gloss (Twister™ Extreme).

Twister™ Green

Power Trowelled
Concrete

Ideal for upgrading (Twister™ Intensive or Standard) and 
daily maintenance with Twister™ Green. 

Twister™ White
Twister™ Yellow
Twister™ Green

Resin Floors     
(Epoxy, Acrylic)

New floors – daily maintenance with Twister™ Green. Twister™ Green

Item No. Pack Size
TWI5W-A 2 each   5”
TWI8W-A 2 each   8”
TW110W-A 2 each 10”
TWI11W-A 2 each 11”
TWI12W-A 2 each 12”
TWI13W-A 2 each 13”
TWI14W-A 2 each 14”
TWI15W-A 2 each 15”
TWI16W-A 2 each 16”
TWI17W-A 2 each 17”
TWI18W-A 2 each 18”
TWI19W-A 2 each 19”
TWI20W-A 2 each 20”
TWI21W-A 2 each 21”
TWI24W-A 2 each 24”
TWI27W-A 2 each 27”
TW127WQ-A 2 each 27”
  1/4” Center

TWI28W-A 2 each 28”

Twister™ White Utility Pad

TWI5X10W-A 2 each    4.5”x10”

 

Item No. Pack Size
TWI5Y-A 2 each   5”
TWI8Y-A 2 each   8”
TWI10Y-A 2 each 10”
TWI11Y-A 2 each 11”
TWI12Y-A 2 each 12”
TWI13Y-A 2 each 13”
TWI014Y-A 2 each 14”
TWI15Y-A 2 each 15”
TWI16Y-A 2 each 16”
TWI17Y-A 2 each 17”
TWI18Y-A 2 each 18”
TWI19Y-A 2 each 19”
TWI20Y-A 2 each 20”
TWI21Y-A 2 each 21”
TWI24Y-A 2 each 24”
TWI27Y-A 2 each 27”
TWI27YQ-A 2 each 27”
  1/4” Center

TWI28Y-A 2 each 28”

Twister™ Yellow Utility Pad

TWI5X10Y-A 2 each    4.5”x10”

 

Item No. Pack Size
TWI5G-A 2 each   5”
TWI8G-A 2 each   8”
TWI10G-A 2 each 10”
TWI11G-A 2 each 11”
TWI12G-A 2 each 12”
TWI13G-A 2 each 13”
TWI14G-A 2 each 14”
TWI15G-A 2 each 15”
TWI16G-A 2 each 16”
TWI17G-A 2 each 17”
TWI18G-A 2 each 18”
TWI19G-A 2 each 19”
TWI20G-A 2 each 20”
TWI21G-A 2 each 21”
TWI24G-A 2 each 24”
TWI27G-A 2 each 27”
TWI27GQ-A 2 each 27”
  1/4” Center

TWI28G-A 2 each 28”

Twister™ Green Utility Pad

TWI5X10G-A 2 each    4.5”x10”

Item No. Pack Size
TWI8SP-A 3 each   8”
TWI13SP-A 3 each 13”
TWI16SP-A 3 each 16”
TWI17SP-A 3 each 17”
TWI18SP-A 3 each 18”
TWI20SP-A 3 each 20”
TWI24SP-A 3 each 24”
TWI27SP-A 3 each 27”

Twister
TM

 Starter Pack
contains 1 each of
the following pads:
Twister

TM
  White

Twister
TM

  Yellow
Twister

TM
  Green 
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